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You’re half an hour away from an empty inbox! Why not use your next spare half an hour to skill-up? Each ofthese short e-books
can be read in just 30 minutes. Addressingthose painful work problems, and giving practical tools and expertadvice to overcome
them, the 30 Minute Reads series will make yourwork-life more productive, less painful and more successful! A clear inbox equals
a clear mind. It’s not an urban myth,it is possible to go e-mail free, and this succinct practical guidewill show you how to achieve it.
Also available in a digital bundle with 4 other titles as partof 30 Minute Reads: The business skills collection. Go Home Email Free
will help you: Identify the problem and what isn’t working Discover the 10 Big Strategies Put in place your super-structured, supereasy, 5-daycount-down plan to no more pain.
A completely new and updated edition of this classic bestselling business book
Let’s be honest: the financial outlook isn’t great. However, as long as they act now, businesses can keep afloat. Beat the
recession: A blueprint for business survival contains the best current thinking on how to survive in the present global economic
downturn. Beat the recession is a practical toolkit containing invaluable and practical advice to help owners of businesses, large or
small, to weather the economic storm and emerge triumphant. There's no padding, no waffle or theory, just 100% turn-thisbusiness-around-now value. Beat the recession has been written for business owners and managers who just want to get straight
to the facts. It contains more than 170 brilliant ideas that can be implemented straightaway to strengthen and increase company
performance, including the key areas where readers can make, or break, their business; practical steps that need to be taken right
now to ensure survival; insights on how readers can implement these measures across their businesses; step-by-step action
points to guide them through problem areas; secrets for keeping morale high and tips to increase productivity and equip
businesses to weather the economic storm and emerge from it stronger and more competitive.
1. Manual Provides Comprehensive treatment in all 5 Sections explaining each of them in a distinguished manner. 2. 7 MAT
Previous Years’ Solved Papers [2019 – 2014] telling latest trends, weightage, short cut tricks, Fast Solving Methods etc. 3. 2
Mock Tests for Practicing the concepts 4. The book also carries GD & PI sections to improve the inner personality, team work,
decision making and more. 5. Every concept is well explained in an easy & interactive manner for quick understanding.
Management Aptitude Test or MAT is a national level MBA Entrance Test conducted four times a year for graduates both
Computer Based and Paper Based exam for the admission to over 600 Business Schools across India. “Mission MBA MAT”
opens the way to get into the good reputed Business schools & colleges. A Complete Reference Manual for MAT, providing
comprehensive treatment of all the sections designed as prescribed syllabus. Theories provided in each chapter highlight the silent
features of the book and making it a student friendly. With MAT Solved Papers (2020 – 2014), Previous Questions and 2 Mock
Tests one can get thorough with all the theories and concepts. Other than emphasizing on theories the book has a separate
section for “Corporate GK” and “Group Discussion & Personal Interview” helping you to improve your inner personality. Housed
with absolute study material and thorough practice done from this book you can get assured with great ranking in the examination.
TABLE OF CONTENT MAT SOLVED PAPER 2020 (Sept), MAT SOLVED PAPER 2019 (Dec), MAT SOLVED PAPER 2018
(Feb), MAT SOLVED PAPER 2017 (Feb), MAT SOLVED PAPER 2016 (Feb), MAT SOLVED PAPER 2015, MAT SOLVED
PAPER 2014, English Language, Mathematical Skills, Data Interpretation & Data Sufficiency, Intelligence & Critical Reasoning,
Indian Global Environment, Corporate GK (With Question Bank), Group Discussion & Personal Interview, Mock Test-1, Mock
Test-2.
For many professionals, enrollment in an MBA programme is no longer the most practical route to furthering career goals. Not only
does it entail massive cost and ongoing debt, but the fast-moving nature of modern business has rendered large swaths of
traditional curricula almost irrelevant. This collection of 4- books offers an alternative to the traditional pathways of business
learning.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers
worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series
and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
Introducing the 30 minute reads e-book series! You're half an hour away from a pain free working life! So why not fill your downtime with some up-skilling? The average commute to work is 30 minutes. Why not kick start your New Year good intentions by
using your commuting time to skill-up?! And with five books in the series you could have the most productive week of your life!
Digitally native content optimized to be read on-screen Each book contains 10 short, sharp and to-the-point chapters, finishing with
an ‘Action Plan’ with clear, super-structured, super-easy steps to no more pain! Brand new series of short form e-books Each can
be read in just 30 minutes! Covering core business skills and problems to make your work life more productive, less painful and
more successful
If you are thinking of doing an MBA but haven’t got the time this is the book for you. If you can’t afford to do an MBA this is
definitely the book for you. If you are currently doing an MBA and can’t see the wood for the trees you need this book now!
Discover the six major thought leaders whose ideas you need to understand in order to advance your career; why today’s
recruiters are as interested in your people skills as they are in your ability to create a finely honed spreadsheet; what everybody’s
talking about – from USPs to EQs, learn how to break through the jargon; how to handle the seven drivers of change in the new
world of work; what you need to do to maintain your competitive edge. MBA provides top tips for rapid career advancement minus
the academic jargon and unnecessary waffle. Just get straight to the good bits…Start reading MBA today and put your career on
the fast track now.
Instant MBAThink, perform and earn like a top business-school graduateInfinite Ideas
Equips ministers with essential business tools to manage and grow their churches and organizations.
If you want to be happy, fulfilled and energised its probably best not to obsess over being THE best. Why not focus on doing
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YOUR best? You don't need to completely transform yourself and become a shining beacon of wonderment and astonishing
success—you should remain you . . . just a better version. You, Only Better is all about discovering what you're good at and
focusing on that. It's about deciding what it is you really want from life and learning how to reach your full potential. Packed with
the author's hand-drawn illustrations, helpful quotes, mini-case studies and Q&As you'll learn how to change your mindset for the
better and think positively, take action to achieve your goals, fight against fatigue and get motivated and achieve long lasting
happiness and contentment. You, Only Better offers techniques and methods for: Gaining energy and focus Managing your time
effectively Setting your goals Honing your thinking and mindset Dealing with pressure and stress Making smart decisions Thinking
creatively to solve problems Actually taking action and keeping up the momentum
As Students Have Started Aspiring For An Mba Degree From The Best B-Schools Of The World, Looking Beyond The Iims, The
Number Of Applicants Per Year For International Mba Programmes Has Increased Considerably. Therefore, It Is Necessary To
Present One S Application In Such A Way So As To Stand Out Of The Multitude. Successfully Managing The Admissions
Process, Application Requirements, And Arrangements Is Challenging And Demands Judicious Planning.
How we "think" about money is very different from how we "feel" about it. While separating the two on paper is easy, sticking to
budgets, having financial conversations, calculating risk & reward, following investment plans, and preserving wealth is often
challenging. This is why personal finance is so hard and making money decisions so tough. What My MBA Did Not Teach Me
About Money gives real and practical strategies to work around: Money beliefs Hiccups in finance Navigating stock markets
Overcoming our own biases Navigating our vulnerabilities in those special situations when we are most likely to make money
mistakes Each of the strategies presented in the book is derived from practical experiences of the authors’ own lives and from
advising their clients. This book is about bridging the gap between the "feeling" human perspective and the "thinking" financial
perspective of money.
Whether you are running a four-man window cleaning business, a one woman consultancy or you are responsible fro the EMEA
quarterly target, this book is for you. (Hope you don’t mind if we refrain from repeating the title too often). Selling is the one and
only key to surviving this recession. Here’s the very best and latest in thinking and action specifically on selling in a recession. It’s
an incredibly straightforward, really practical guide containing: exact phrases you can adapt for yourself to handle price objections;
low-cost, quick-to-implement marketing tactics you can use immediately to flush out those in your market sector who do have
budget; and bonus tips if you are trying to squeeze the best performance out of your reduced head-count sales team. Plus all your
tough questions answered in our specific ‘open for surgery’ section. Don’t let this economic downturn ruin what you’ve worked
so long and hard for. It’s time to start kicking some recession ass and it’s time to start now.
If you have finally taken the leap with your photography and gone into business–or if you are considering it–The Photographer’s
MBA will prove a helpful guide in navigating the often confusing and occasionally frustrating territories of business, marketing,
pricing, and contracts. Photographer Sal Cincotta, who runs a highly successful portrait, senior, and wedding photography
business, deftly leads you through “the other 90%” of the job of a photographer. In this book, you will: Consider what kind of
business entity is best suited for you, such as a sole proprietorship, S-Corp, or LLC Learn about the critical importance of both
business plans and marketing plans, and how they will help you reach your short-term and long-term goals Understand branding’s
elements and how to define your own brand so that you stand out from the crowd Assess your social media strategy to optimize
your presence online, and learn about search engine optimization (SEO) to increase your findability Tackle costs, pricing, and
contracts (including copyright and model releases) At the end of each chapter, Sal offers a Next Steps section, containing
exercises that challenge you to actively implement the overall lessons in the book. By helping you create a solid plan, a strategy
you can implement, and a vision for your business, The Photographer’s MBA gets you well on your way to creating and sustaining
a photography business that will grow and succeed for years to come.
How to Get an MBA is a short handbook for either prospective MBA students wanting to know more about what is involved, or
students seeking to prepare themselves for the experience to come. As the first step on the road to a managerial career and
lifelong learning, the MBA is one of the most important things a student will ever do. The student must take care to acquire not only
the hard technical skills that the MBA provides directly through coursework, but also the soft skills, especially the ability to
communicate and to establish and maintain networks, which are developed indirectly through the entire MBA experience. The
author shows how to get the most out of an MBA programme, the instructors and fellow students. Topics covered include how to:
*read and prepare a case *work in teams *design a project *carry out a project *present written material *communicate effectively
in classrooms *interact with instructors and fellow students *use libraries and other resources *develop and manage personal
networks *look for a job at the end of the programme.
In this indispensable book, a widely experienced business consultant provides a complete set of analytical tools essential to
successful trouble-shooting, effective planning, and making better decisions faster, more confidently, and more often. How can you
help your company solve a problem in just a few days that's been plaguing managers for three months? How can you bring a room
of executives to a consensus on a critical decision that the CEO and his committee have been wrestling with for years? Of course,
this is easier said than done. Indeed, not a week goes by without a major business media story about a company that has fallen on
hard times and an executive that has resigned for "personal reasons." The root of the failure is usually ineffective decision-making
processes, and ultimately, bad decisions. In The Thinking Manager's Toolbox, veteran consultant and renowned business thinker
William J. Altier cogently presents the underpinnings of successful thinking processes and their applications, drawing on practical,
real-world experiences. The first section explores the fundamentals of thinking, change, and the critical role that sound thinking
processes play in effective problem solving. The second section, your basic toolbox, develops five, in-depth fundamental thinking
processes. And a third section, the advanced toolbox, develops more specialized applications for creative problem solving. Here
then is a valuable primer for anyone, whether a middle manager or a CEO, seeking to solve problems and make better decisions
more efficiently. The Thinking Manager's Toolbox is an invaluable resource for those seeking to develop the fundamental thinking
processes necessary to perform with excellence.
Instant MBA contains top tips for rapid career advancement minus the academic jargon and waffle – taking you straight to the
important bits. If you are thinking of doing an MBA but are time-poor, if you can’t afford to do an MBA or if you are currently doing
an MBA and can’t see the wood for the trees, Instant MBA is essential reading.
Getting into MBA programs is more and more competitive. This over 600 page book will improve your chances of admission to the
schools of your choice. This version of The Edge, aimed at US applicants, features an in-depth analysis of applying to each schoo
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You're half an hour away from never making a bad decision again! Why not use your next spare half an hour to skill-up? Each of
these short e-books can be read in just 30 minutes. Addressing those painful work problems, and giving practical tools and expert
advice to overcome them, the 30 Minute Reads series will make your work-life more productive, less painful and more successful!
Decision making not your strong suit? Fed up of thinking 'I should have chosen the other candidate/strategy/sandwich'? This
succinct, practical guide will teach you how to properly weigh up all the information and make well thought out decisions more
quickly. Also available in a digital bundle with 4 other titles as part of 30 Minute Reads: The business skills collection. Make Better
Decisions More Often will help you: Identify the problem and what isn't working Discover the 10 Big Strategies Put in place your
super-structured, super-easy, 5-day count-down plan to no more pain.
A recognized expert in diversity and founder of DiversityMBAPrep.com illustrates how women in an MBA program can leverage
the graduate school experience to catapult their professional careers. • Outlines the four channels that women can use to
maximize their business school experience • Reveals the four styles of communication for success in class • Provides practical
strategies and tactics for effective relationship and contact management • Offers tools and insights for gaining greater selfawareness and creating a personal brand • Reveals the importance of leveraging the 4C's—classroom, community, career, and
clubs
Business is one of the great social equalizers for our global society. Commerce, business, supply and demand, entrepreneurs,
corporations, and other business-related ideas have become second nature to most areas of the planet. Given the collective
interest in and significance of business, people naturally want to become experts. They read newspapers, study the stock market,
enroll in business school, and even design career paths so that they can become a business professional. Some people are of the
opinion that true business insight and savvy can only come from formal academic institutions, while others argue that real world
experience is the best teacher. There are positive and negative arguments for both of those lines of logic. This book is meant to
bridge the gap between stuffy lecture halls and experience-building employment. The idea of encapsulating an entire MBA in a
single book may seem overly bold or unrealistic, but by boiling down the concepts of business success and modern theory into a
single book, it becomes far less intimidating for readers who want to push their career forward, regardless of where they are in the
business hierarchy. This book contains everything from invaluable reminders for CEOs to inspiring advice for first-time, start-up
entrepreneurs. Becoming a powerful and successful business professional is a never-ending journey, because you will always be
learning and developing your skills, adapting them to the dynamic world of modern business. This book helps to facilitate that
educational process, providing the real-world examples of business skills, knowledge components, foundational qualities, and
professional tools that can push you in the right direction. If you’re starting a business, running a business, or looking for a job,
you probably don’t have much time to enroll in business school, read a dozen dry textbooks on corporate theory, or constantly
stay appraised of every new development in global commerce. While this book may not answer all your questions about how to
find success, it will highlight the most important elements on the road to becoming a desirable, effective, and powerful business
professional. By drawing from some of the most successful business models and business professionals in recent history, you can
look at problems from new perspectives and hopefully find some inspiration from some of the greatest minds of our generation.
From international titans like Walmart and Amazon to crowdsourcing sites and charitable retailers, there are lessons to be learnt
on every one of these pages, no matter what size company you work for or what ambitious plans you have for your new
enterprise. The MBA Book simplifies the business process by incrementally moving from the conceptual foundation of a company
to the final touches, including the skills and tools that an established company should tweak and perfect in order to remain
competitive and successful.
You can become a winner tomorrow and join the club of successful people if you read and apply the strategies from this book. The
problem for most people today is the fact that they do not realize all the tools and strategies that are available today. With the right
set of strategies and tools you can create value and become a winner, easier than you ever thought of. A Winners DNA examines
and describes how and what it takes to become a winner! The book is a perfect fit for anyone who wishes or dreams to become a
successful Entrepreneur, but can also help that person in his or her daily life. A Winner is the new rich and you should join the club
today!
You’re half an hour away from a more productivelife! Why not use your next spare half an hour to skill-up? Each ofthese short ebooks can be read in just 30 minutes. Addressingthose painful work problems, and giving practical tools and expertadvice to
overcome them, the 30 Minute Reads series will make yourwork-life more productive, less painful and more successful! Too much
to do and not enough time to do it in? Spend 30 minutesboosting your productivity with this succinct, pragmatic guide thenblast
through your to-do list and leave everyone else trailing inyour wake. Also available in a digital bundle with 4 other titles as partof 30
Minute Reads: The business skills collection. Boost Your Productivity will help you: Identify the problem and what isn't working
Discover the 10 Big Strategies Put in place your super-structured, super-easy, 5-daycount-down plan to no more pain.
You’re half an hour away from presentation greatness! Why not use your next spare half an hour to skill-up? Each of these short ebooks can be read in just 30 minutes. Addressing those painful work problems, and giving practical tools and expert advice to
overcome them, the 30 Minute Reads series will make your work-life more productive, less painful and more successful! Does the
thought of giving a presentation leave you wanting to take really early retirement? Well hang on to your P45s because this succinct
guide to better presentations will help you leave the power point behind, learn how to present yourself, pace your presentation and
have the audience eating out of your hands in just 30 minutes. Also available in a digital bundle with 4 other titles as part of 30
Minute Reads: The business skills collection. Give Great Presentations will help you: Identify the problem and what isn't working
Discover the 10 Big Strategies Put in place your super-structured, super-easy, 5-day count-down plan to no more pain.
Maharashtra Common Entrance Test (MHT CET 2020) is a state level common entrance test for the admission to PG Courses.
After clearing the MHT CET test, a candidate qualifies for admission to all MBA/MMS courses in the state of Maharashtra. The
exam is conducted through online mode i.e. Computer Based test comprises of objective-type questions. Maharashtra CET – MBA
2020 with Solved Papers & Mock Papers is designed as a complete reference Manual for this exam, has been prepared to meet
all the needs of the students who are taking this exam. This book provides comprehensive treatment of all four sections i.e. Logical
Reasoning, Abstract Reasoning, Verbal Ability & Reading Comprehension and Quantitative Aptitude is the distinguishing feature of
the book. The treatment of the subject matter is according to subject level required for MBA/MMS CET and according to the test
pattern. It also includes the Solved Papers [2019-2006] & 3 Mock Tests that gives 100% detailed explanation so that students can
understand the question paper pattern, types of important questions and concepts provided in every question help them to
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understand easily and make them absolutely exam ready. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved Papers [2019-2006], Mock papers: Crack
MHT CET MBA Mock (1-3).
The benefits of a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree can be massive: fast-track career advancement, a big fat wage
packet, the whole high-flying top-notch executive lifestyle. But studying for an MBA isn't something to decide to do lightly - it's a big
investment to take a year or more out of your career path or commit endless week-ends to a part-time version, and for many the
cost of either of these options is prohibitive. "Instant MBA" is the must-have guide to making the most of yourself and your career
prospects, whether you're studying for an MBA or just out to improve your prospects while you work. Covering all the latest in MBA
thinking, "Instant MBA" will impart the MBA thinking, language and models necessary to accelerate your career advancement.
Designed to enable readers to think, perform and hopefully earn like a top MBA student, "Instant MBA" is packed with inspiring
and expert practical advice on everything you need to know, from the original tried-and-tested business models to the newer
aspects such as emotional intelligence and inspirational leadership that modern MBA courses are now embracing.
You’re half an hour away from the new energizedyou! Why not use your next spare half an hour to skill-up? Each ofthese short ebooks can be read in just 30 minutes. Addressingthose painful work problems, and giving practical tools and expertadvice to
overcome them, the 30 Minute Reads series will make yourwork-life more productive, less painful and more successful! If you feel
like you are only ever running on empty, and long tobe switched on, enthusiastic, engaged and energized every day, thissuccinct,
practical guide will help you blow away the cobwebs,learn how to look after yourself, get your problems intoperspective and focus
your mind. Also available in a digital bundle with 4 other titles as partof 30 Minute Reads: The business skills collection. Bags of
Energy Now will help you: Identify the problem and what isn’t working Discover the 10 Big Strategies Put in place your superstructured, super-easy, 5-daycount-down plan to no more pain.
Standard business schools and programmes ignore the fast paced change in the business landscape today. They waste your time
with anachronistic concepts that will only confuse you and slow you down when you try to apply them in real life. MBA 2.0 contains
38 topics you won't learn in business school. It is drawn from research into how business is conducted today, and how it will be
conducted in the future. It won't waste your time with outdated theories and models, but instead it brings you powerful ideas and
techniques that you can use today. MBA 2.0 will teach you: * Workplace Psychology * Cultivating entrepreneurial spirit * Building
and sustaining motivation * Time management strategies * Personal development techniques * The psychological underpinnings
of Human Capital Management * Career Development strategies * Dealing with and positively utilizing failure * How to move ideas
from the drawing board to reality * How business has changed and how it will continue to develop in the future * Various case
studies that examine successful business adaptations * An outline of the emerging new paradigm of business behavior * Megashifts, and subsequent changes in standards and practices * An outline of the changes to the organizational structure of
businesses * A rundown of the qualities in the new leadership model * An introduction to strategic thinking in a business and
market context * An introduction to the changes occurring in the field of marketing * An analysis of the social media customer, and
how to appeal to this new marketing target * The value of creation, and how to apply it across all levels of the sales process * How
to be an effective salesman in the digital world * An introduction to budgeting, and how budgets will change in the new economy *
What is Disruptive Innovation, and how you can deal with it * How to use Disruptive Innovation to your advantage * A guide for
how to cultivate a culture of constant innovation * The challenge of becoming a truly innovative company * Issues and
opportunities associated with hyper-connectivity * Noticing the change, and seizing it using "weak signals" * Becoming the source
of the change, and sending your own "weak signals" * The importance of perpetual learning and strategies for achieving it *
Techniques for promoting constant improvement within your company * How to effectively leverage new technology to drive sales
* A rundown of potential issues facing businesses in the future
Neither the time nor money to study for an MBA? Skill-up with this 30 minute read! Make the most of your commute to work by
discovering the critical models and hard-won wisdom of an MBA course in short form. MBA On The Go is an ultra-condensed,
mobile guide to the essential thinking which will make your business fitter and stronger – quickly. MBA On the Go: • Can be read
in 30 minutes – that's the same as the average commute time • Covers core business skills and problems to make your work life
more productive and more successful • Provides the answer to pretty well any business challenge you might have • Is written in
an engaging and punchy style with high impact
Longtime Wall Street Journal columnist Hal Lancaster is tired of feel-good career guides written by football coaches and soap
opera actors who boil the complex workplace down to buzzwords and platitudes. Refreshing and controversial, Promoting Yourself
asserts that readers can best build their careers not by listening to so-called gurus, but by studying others like them who have
flourished. Through stories of real-life professionals, Promoting Yourself reveals a workplace that requires you to pit your
competitive fire against a horde of ambitious bosses, peers, and subordinates, all seeking the brass ring of success. Lancaster
shows you how with tough, savvy answers to the fundamental questions: How can you find the right job? How can you improve
your job? When should you leave? How do you survive your boss's foibles? How do you make sense of all the mergers,
technological advances, and cultural changes that have muddied the career waters? When is it necessary to ignore the incessant
calls of "family first"? Promoting Yourselfgives readers the street smarts and insight needed to tackle the highly political and often
unjust reality of corporate life.
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